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Abstract:
Critical Action is an examination of pluralism in how artworks are judged. As artworks
are often equivocal, so too are our beliefs about them. I claim that because of varying levels of
knowledge, experiences, tastes, or other biases, an artwork exists in as many contexts as it has
viewers. In order to better identify the ways that judgements are formed, I made a series of self
portraits and performed a transforming action on each of them. Each action is designed to
critique a perceived quality in or adjacent to the work. The portraits are pushed into new modes
of understanding
This document explains my own preferences about art. It claims that there are unique
beliefs about what qualities are good or bad, and that these beliefs are informed by a wide range
of experiences well outside of the artwork itself. My own influences are explored; social anxiety
and clinical depression, my love of underground music, and my desire to be unique from my
peers have all affected the ways I think about art.
The work in Critical Action is intentionally pluralistic and will be understood in multiple
modes. It acts as my proxy, so I can embody my beliefs and be the subject of them. By reacting
to and making judgements about my proxied self, the audience participates in completing the
work. My aesthetic values become a sort of currency, a statement of my own worth as artist and
person.
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Critical Action
Critical Action is a study of the complicated and esoteric ways in which we make
judgments about art. Stemming from my often negative appraisal of my own work, this thesis
asks what makes something good enough. What separates a strong idea from a weak one? The
answers to these questions are not always apparent, and many times are subjective. Many factors
influence judgments.
My thesis attempts to expose the pluralistic ways in which judgments are formed. Art is
understood in many modes. It may be judged by its craftsmanship, its concept, its relation to
history, or its relation to the environment. Each individual viewer will have their unique values,
informed by their experiences, as they make their assessment. A work of art will have many
meanings relative to each viewer. It is difficult to know if something is good when the
framework for meaning is so pluralistic.
Critical Action attempts to manifest my concerns with judgement by making an artwork
and performing an action on it. The action results in a new object which reaches across contexts
and meanings while challenging assumptions. It acts as both judgment and exaltation. Ultimately
these actions push the work into a space between modes, forcing the viewer to confront their
own expectations and question their judgments

1

I. Foundations and Assumptions

I.a. Insecurity:

Artwork is a method for me to overcome my insecurity. I have clinical depression, and I
often feel uncertain about my actions, relationships, or self worth. Like the judgments applied to
a work of art, self judgment is not easy to base on formative assessment. 1 Without a clear way to
determine my self worth, I am vulnerable to doubt.
I was unpopular growing up and found it difficult to relate to my peers. My life has been
an effort to define myself as worthy in the face of those forces. If I was unsure of what qualities
made me worthy, then I would have to define those qualities for myself. I began to construct my
identity at an early age. I decided that the qualities which would make me special were
intelligence, artistic ability, and musical taste. All three remain parts of my identity and artistic
practice today.
Making art is part of my ability to assign self worth. If I can make truly great work, then I
can stand out among my peers. 2 This means I am constantly judging the work against my peers,

1

It is useful here to borrow terms from education, formative assessment and authentic assessment.
Formative assessments rely on hard data such as test results, rubrics, etc. Authentic assessment is
intuitive, often based on impressions of real time observation. If a student uses advanced vocabulary
accurately, or has strong critical insights during a critique, you can authentically assess they are
succeeding. While there are times when formative assessment is possible in Art, it is a field that relies
much more heavily on authentic assessments. As this is intuitive and non objective, it becomes more
grey.
2
A consequence was that by defining my worth against that of my peers, I downplayed the ability to relate
to others. I became very introverted and to this day have difficulty in social interactions. This thesis is an
attempt to discuss difficult social scenarios as well.

the art world, and myself. To push my work further I must assess where it is lacking and what
needs to change.
The idea that I can direct my own identity rather than passively discover it is important.
Artwork can be similarly coded with meaning, if one chooses to analyze it in a certain way. This
is a form of deconstruction and it reveals the artificiality of knowledge. 3 Knowing that my work
could easily mean different things to different people makes it less important to nail down a
specific meaning. After all, no matter how well I focus the work someone will be able to
deconstruct something different but valid from it.
Self doubt makes me skeptical of my own work. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish
between rational criticism and a negative emotional response. Often I judge myself too harshly.
Typically this manifests in judgments about concept, rather than technical success. Technical
skills are visually apparent. You can compare the economy of brushstrokes, or how accurately a
likeness is captured. Ideas are much more difficult to appraise. Even if an idea is worthwhile and
only requires development the initial negative judgment affects future appraisals.
Meaning is always mediated by context. An artist might intend a certain meaning to
come through but cannot anticipate the audience, control every aspect of the gallery, or plan for
outside events. All of these forces can influence how artwork is received. An intended meaning
is never certain. As a result it feels disingenuous to claim a certain meaning. My work attempts
to assert a meaning or context, and accepts that it will be misread on some level.

3

Bal and Bryson, 254. During the semiotic process of sign, interpretant, and signified, meaning
undergoes a loop. Each time we reach signified, the sign has been transformed and is interpreted again.
Sign¹ becomes Sign¹a, Sign¹b, and so on. Eventually we reach an absurd complexity of derived
meanings. Bal and Bryson claim that we eventually choose an arbitrary stopping point when the derived
associations are judged irrelevant. My dogmatic interpretation is that I can willingly lead myself to a
derived meaning.
3

In my attempts to use art to gain self worth, I struggle with thinking the work is not good
enough and needs something intangibly more. I worry that the work is stupid, unoriginal, or
heavy handed. I doubt that all of my talent and effort will result in making something people
genuinely care about. Critical Action is a means to acknowledge and circumvent my own
negative ideation. Each of the objects began as a traditional painting or sculpture, which could
stand as a finished work on their own. The intervening action changes the work into something
more without hiding what it was before. The new post-action mode is the insertion of my
personal values into the artwork. The pre-action mode exists as having been judged incomplete.
For the audience it becomes possible to assess the work in both modes, allowing for a wider
range of meanings and greater likelihood of positive judgment.

I.b Judgment:

Judgment is the means by which we assign value to a work of art. To declare something
is good or bad is not an observation, but a subjective assessment. Viewers will base that
judgment on value systems already in place. When they see an art object, they compare it to their
own values. If they value craftsmanship and representation and come across work by Barnett
Newman, they would likely dismiss his work as simple or easy.
There are many values which people assume as they look at work. Some could expect
work to prize formalism and composition above other goals. Others value conceptual depth. A
feminist critic might be wary of heteronormativity or misogyny. Originality, historical
awareness, or political activism are other commonly prized values. Every viewer will have
personal likes and dislikes, which may sway their judgment.

Taste is often formulated by other non art forces. 4 The entire sum of potential
experiences are available to influence how an artwork is received. This may lead to a viewer
making judgments or other decisions based on seemingly unrelated events. An example is my
appreciation for Veronese’s “Marriage at Cana.” As a painting alone, I might have dismissed it
as just another example of Italian Renaissance painting. There are many paintings similar to it
and just as skilled. My appreciation comes from its location in the Louvre. If one is looking at
the Veronese, they will see a small crowd looking at the massive painting. 5 Turn around, and
you are behind a throng of tourists struggling to get a glimpse of the Mona Lisa. Fame aside, the
Mona Lisa is underwhelming when compared to Marriage at Cana. I find it fascinating that the
smaller painting gets so much attention when it is facing the much more impressive Veronese.
The context informs my taste. Veronese is the underdog I root for.
Critical Action seeks to acknowledge the diverse and sometimes contradictory range of
values people use to make judgments. Viewers can still see what the work was pre action, and
compare it to what they see post action, allowing them impose a judgement on the work based on
their perception of the intervention. For example, someone prizing representation and excellent
craftsmanship might appreciate the technically skilled portrait in Awful Parties, while being
annoyed by the red light glaring in its periphery. 6 My intention with each of the works is that
viewers become divided over their individual judgments, and that the critical actions will be a
source of tension.
4

This idea is under the umbrella of Borriaud’s “Relational Art.” Post internet, viewers have access to so
much additional information that they often formulate opinions about work that are different from what the
maker intended. Art making can no longer be limited to a maker’s intents, but should be appraised as
existing within the totality of relatable contexts. The artist is now more a catalyst of meaning than the sole
declarant.
It is my assertion that relational meaning is not merely secondary to the maker’s original intention,
but an equal actor in the ways we judge art objects.
5
Appendix 2.a.
6
Appendix 1.d
5

Additionally each action is a judgment I made, in itself. The actions judge that the work
was incomplete. As I have chosen to display the work post action, the work judges itself to be
complete, more interesting, and better for the action. My hand is present in both the original
object, and in the action which intervenes.

I.c Musical Aesthetic Influences

Biggest among my relational aesthetics is the influence of Indie Rock and Lo-fi culture.
Many of the ethos founded in punk rock and indie rock culture are readily applied to my art
making. Values such as authenticity, relatability, garage production, and doing bad well, inform
Critical Action.
I decided from an early age that possessing musical taste was a way to define myself.
Starting with classic rock and radio modern rock, I obsessively memorized bands, rosters, and
song lyrics. I wanted to be able to impress others with my knowledge and taste. I judged that
some forms of music were cooler and more legitimate than others. Alienated from my peers who
listened to top 40 pop music, I became interested in Rock music. I felt that underground and
alternative bands better represented my identity, and could separate me from the crowd. 7
By the time I left for college, I was well acquainted with alternative rock and beginning
to explore the canons of indie rock. I sought out like minded people by joining the college radio
station. I was seeking a group to both share bands with and learn about more music, but also to

7

Coined in 1981 by Pete Wylie, the critical term Rockism signifies the favoring of rock music and its
tropes over other forms of music. Distorted guitars and loud drums add legitimacy to the rockist. Rockism
is judgmental and dismissive. I have since rejected it for Poptimism, the argument that rockists should
relax and figure out why so many people listen to pop.

impress with my own musical and social currency. Motivating this was the belief than liking
something different, that a “normal” person did not appreciate, made one somehow more
interesting or unique. 8 I expected to find a group of peers who would acknowledge that I was
really interesting.
As we shared our musical tastes, I was introduced to noise and loud rock bands. The first,
and biggest influence, was The Meat Puppets In a Car EP. One of the early hardcore albums
recorded in 1982, it was abrasively low fi. It was fast, sloppy, energetic rock with vocals that
were screeched almost out of control. The album was five songs which together last five and a
half minutes. It was unapologetically inaccessible to the average music fan, celebrating the
qualities that would normally be deemed terrible. Even 20 years after its release, it was pushing
sonic boundaries. I thought it was great. It was loud and serious, but at the same time funny.
Singer/guitarist Curt Kirkwood’s screams could be both angry and humorous. It somehow
embodied the seriousness of rock music while confronting the seriousness of rock music. Mostly,
I felt that by appreciating something so harsh, I became part of a select group of people who got
it. I listened to In A Car like it was a secret joke to be so intentionally terrible. If no one else got
it, then they were not trying hard enough. This became a huge part of my art aesthetics as well.
Sometimes it is better to make badly well, than to make well badly.
Musically I opened up to everything else that I might have previously ignored. I pushed
myself to consider qualities I had previously assumed were bad, as possibly the best part of the
music. The ability to appreciate something for secret, relational reasons was a powerful way to
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An idea summed up as “Indie Credibility,” when bands started to react against the commercial
inauthenticity of main stream record labels in the 1980s. Indie Cred establishes that bands who are on
independent labels, working with less resources, with a looser sound, have more credibility and
authenticity.
7

establish my tastes, and through them myself, as something unique and special. I learned the
value of taking risks, and to be sincere, when creating.
As an art lover I could apply my musical values to contemporary art history. I identified
punk ideals as similar to those within anti art, neo dada, and postmodernism. If something
appeared at first stupid, simple, or goofy, then there could be a level of meaning beyond my
initial rejection. Anything judged terrible by the audience at large could contain meaning that
only I appreciated. I still enjoy emulating the technical skills of the old masters, because it is a
satisfying personal challenge. At the same time I decided that to make my work contemporary
and relevant, I needed to bring something conceptually more to the discussion. For me the
answer was the anti aesthetic I recognized in music and in certain artists.
I began to judge work with the belief that to do something well is not enough. Art needed
conceptual justification. A strong painting had to go beyond skill and challenge people. It should
shake foundations.

II. Assumptions behind Critical Action

II.a Pluralism and Modality

The work in Critical Action is made with the understanding that all meaning is mediated
by context. The signifiers in one piece are compounded upon by the esoteric signifiers found
outside of the work. The artist brings their own references, experiences, and expectations to it.
The viewer brings a separate set of experiences and expectations. Even while being able to refer
to the work in front of them, some unique interpretations and meanings are bound to exist for

maker and viewer. It follows that multiple meanings exist for any given piece and all work is to
some degree pluralistic.
Beyond the maker and the viewer, other contexts are at work. The way the work is
presented, the other adjacent works, the layout of the gallery itself all help shape the reception of
artwork. Beyond this the gallery is in a building, in a city or town, in a region, all providing
additional context. Within each of these contexts are histories, known and unknown, which
provide additional esoteric meaning to the individual viewer. These structures of meaning can
even shift for an individual with the passage of time. Meaning is therefor fluid, shifting, and
uncertain. 9
By acknowledging the complexity of meaning, my work can embrace the ambiguity and
tension of shared experiences. Critical Action uses its interventions, signifiers, and events to
push the work into ambiguous spaces between contexts. Since the original objects and ideas are
not wholly obscured by the actions performed on them, viewers can experience the work as past
and present. This becomes a modal state where viewers are able to make judgment and choose
which they prefer. Just as I have a difficult time defining everything that I think my work can
mean, I intend for the viewer to experience that tension.

II.b Art as Proxy

Each piece in Critical Action is a self portrait. Using my own image, I make the work a
stand in for my body and ideas. Similarly the craft, display, and actions all represent my
decisions and beliefs. Foucault presents the idea that the work, the author, and the author’s name
are all the same thing. We can refer to all three by the same proper name. That name can be used
9

Bal and Bryson, 244.
9

to recall a specific work, the entire body of work, or even something which shares qualities with
their work. I consider this metonymy to be an important subtext for how we relate to an artist’s
work. Knowledge about an artist’s person affects our knowledge and judgment of the work itself.
Knowing this as a maker, the creation and display of my work is a form of identity performance.
Since making my work is a statement of where my values lie, all making is aware that it
must conform to the artist’s tastes. It becomes essential to edit the ideas which might
misrepresent my ideal identity. I want to appear intelligent, and talented, but remain down to
earth and relatable. Critical actions are a way to temper cleverness with self depreciation, and a
way to rescue self doubt with confident risk.
Every broad question which the thesis discusses, from making meaning to audience
interaction to self doubt, can be applied as self questioning. My judgments about art are
simultaneously judgments about myself and my relation to art making. The desire to temper my
own cleverness is a judgment, based on my feeling disapproval from peers for being too clever
or pretentious. Proxying myself through my work is a means to redress my own insecurity and
self image.

II.c Audience Participation

As the work in Critical Action is a proxy for my own body and ideas, the viewer
undergoes a social interaction with me. By presenting conflicting modal possibilities for each
piece, viewers are put in position to judge not only the work but my proxied self. By performing
the critical actions I judge my own work. The viewer sees the pre-action and post-action objectstates and make their own judgment. By judging my decision and image, they are also judging

my ideas and my self. This succession is a social performance inherent to viewing the work. Any
decisions the viewer makes happens within the social interaction I have staged for them.
Each critical action was chosen for its potential to annoy, confound, or otherwise
challenge viewers. The audience will either react positively or negatively to those challenges.
The work is a litmus test to divide my audience into those who get it and those who do not.
While most are symbolic interactions, What I Want and What They Get and Asceticism require
viewers to physically participate with the work. 10 In those instances the audience is engaged by
the work, while engaging the work themselves.
Inspiration for this social interaction comes from a deconstruction of the Gaze. Mitchell
argues that all pictures have a body or face and are therefor all looked at as the other. 11 Granting
this, a viewer looking at any art object transforms it into a figure which represents the ideas
contained in the art. The viewer is able to look on the art without fear of confrontation, and enact
their beliefs and desires onto it. Presenting my image is a conscious decision to subject myself to
the gaze.
My intention is that the viewer, in the awkward position of being forced to choose
between modes of meaning, will feel some of the social discomfort I experience while making
my work. Their values may align with the pre-action or post-action object. In choosing one or the
other they will feel kinship or antagonism in their relationship to the work.

II.d Art as Social Currency

10
11

Appendix 1.c and 1.k
Mitchell, W.J.T. 72.
11

Much like I judge that there is value in underground music, viewers will judge the value
of my work. Since my work is a self proxy which involves the participation of the audience, I use
my art as a social currency. If I use art to gain validation, I must impress that my opinions about
art are valuable. An artist putting their work on display essentially claims that the work is good
enough and that the public should acknowledge it. I can similarly use the elements of my art, be
it my technical skill, ideas, sense of humor, value of materials, knowledge of art history, etc, as
ways to show specific values.
Among groups, shared common interests likewise become a social currency. Finding out
you watch the same television or listen to the same bands creates a bond. Among art lovers,
shared artistic values can form a bond. Contrarily, artistic values can be used to browbeat others
with elitism. 12 Currency is another mode in which art exists, and it can be spent positively or
negatively.
The identity performance is aware of its audience, and it acknowledges it is being
watched and judged. The critical actions are a means to transform self doubt into self
actualization.

III.Critical Action

The work in Critical Action uses interventions to raise issues of the value of art, art
making, and how we judge art. As art is a subjective and ambiguous form of communication, it is
difficult to appraise how good an art object or artist is. To debate that value requires judgments
12

De Duve, Thierry, 32-33. De Duve discusses how most of us judge good form bad art, with our feelings.
The lover of art simply knows which pieces excite them. There exist those who instead of being true to
those feelings, try to use their taste as a sign of their own uniqueness of specialization. In doing so, they
become a snob or an ideologue. Thus artistic taste can be spent as social currency when felt genuinely,
or as social weaponry when put on.

be made by the maker and the viewers. All making subjects the artist and their work to judgment.
Critical Action takes that uncomfortable position and refocuses it back on the viewer.
Each piece begins as a self portrait. They are uncomfortably aware of the viewer’s gaze.
All, save one, have eyes closed or averted. Each is pushed technically as far as I was able to. The
paintings are highly realistic, the sculptures are life cast. Being beautiful and the result of hard
work makes the critical actions more significant. The actions were chosen to do several things.
One, they attempt to question perceived common assumptions behind what a work of art
is supposed to be or do. It identifies the following common assumptions. That artwork is about
beauty. That artwork is about craftsmanship and skill. The idea is supremely important. The
maker is a genius in full command of their work. An object possess distinct and clear meaning.
Viewing artwork is meant to be enjoyed. The actions are designed to violate those assumptions
and force the viewer to reconsider those positions. If they hold firm to their positions, it creates
the possibility that the viewer will dislike the work.
Two, they attempt to push the work in between modes of existence. As each action leaves
the works original state visible, viewers are in position to see two modes. Paintings exist as
sculptures, installations, or architecture. Sculptures become performances. It becomes possible to
derive meaning and make judgments about both states. This reveals truths about the viewer’s
values.
Third, by intervening in my own representation, they act as signifiers of my own
personality and values. Identity is multifaceted and pluralistic. My presented image can be
sorrowful, introverted, generous, funny, asinine, and mischievous. The actions provide
references to my love of indie rock, my introversion, my sense of humor, and my intelligence.
They allow me to take work that I am unsatisfied with and transform it into something better.

13

III.a A Diametric Use of a Trope

The architecture of display is questioned by aiming the spotlight below the portrait.
Gallery lighting is foundational for the display of art, but my introversion often makes me prefer
to be unseen. Track lights are an innocuous piece of architecture that I wanted to make visible.
By aiming the track light on the wall below the image, the viewer sees the modes of what should
be and what is. Some viewers may even question that the lighting was installed properly and see
this action as unintentional. Viewers trying to look at the painting will have to look at it in dim
lighting. The bright light on the wall nearby will further affect the eye’s perception of color and
value.
Here the assumptions that the gallery’s tropes are truly invisible are questioned. Viewers
must work harder to subject my portrait to their gaze. Having the power of their gaze questioned
will annoy some viewers, and delight others. They may reflect on their assumption that the
painting (representing myself) wants to be seen, instead of considering if it would rather be left
alone.

III.b A Kind Forgiving Friend

This hybrid object exists as painting, sculpture, and architecture. The painting becomes
self depreciating architecture when it is used to shim a table leg. The table has been used in the
studio, made evident by scuffs and smears of paint on the surface. In this way architecture
becomes painting. The whole object exists as sculpture in the space of the gallery.

The usefulness of art is questioned by making the painting perform a useful task. It is
staged in that the table leg was artificially shortened by me, but it does keep the table level. It is
both authentic and inauthentic. Where before the table was used as studio furniture, now it is
used to communicate an idea as well.
Placing the table leg on the painting, particularly on my face, recalls the gesture of being
stepped on. My introverted grimace becomes one of pain. While the action is self depreciating
and violent, it is also humorous as theater. The action praises risk and humility at the expense of
preciousness. It also suggests that I might be happier being used if it means I am necessary.
The title is a lyric from Soul and Fire by Sebadoh. The song is about the complicated and
contradictory feelings felt over the course of a relationship ending. While working on this thesis I
underwent separation with my wife and this song was played constantly. Here, the lyric is
adapted into the context of holding up a relationship with sacrifice and compromise. Self
depreciation and humility become essential qualities in maintaining the status quo.

III.c. Asceticism

Bevier Gallery has an unusual feature where two thirds of the space is open to the above
floor, while the other third is under an overhanging ceiling. Part of the gallery is an open space
while the rest is by comparison claustrophobic. In the open space, the lack of a ceiling limits the
use of track lighting and allows work to be visible from the upper floor balcony.
Asceticism uses a 9 1/2 foot tall obelisk as a pedestal so the painting laid flat on top is
only visible from the balcony, and then from a distance of over ten feet. Viewers must make the
effort to leave the gallery and go to a different floor to attempt to see the image, and are
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rewarded with nothing better than a distant glance. By making this trip, they assume the position
of looking down on my show as a whole. This is an attempt to subvert the gaze and assert my
introversion.
Simultaneously, the height makes viewers aware of the space and encourages them
explore it from another perspective. From above, the work is seen differently and distantly. My
work can be seen in relation to the other artist’s work being shown in the gallery, allowing for
new connections and meanings to be formed.

III.d. Awful Parties

A red light bulb is mounted on the wall, casting a light across the portrait. The light is
bright and distracting, perhaps obnoxious. The portrait has eyes closed, head turning away from
the light. It attempts to shy away from the light. By placing this visual deterrent into my work,
the viewer is challenged to either tolerate it or reject it and move on.
This raises questions about the ideal state of looking at the portrait, if it should be seen
clearly or if the red light is essential. Viewers must overcome the red light to subject the portrait
to their gaze. They decide that I want to be seen, in spite of my attempts to look away. By
making this effort they choose to look past the light and enter into the same, blinded state
depicted in the image. My proxy and the viewer share in that discomfort and have made a
sympathetic bond.
The title Awful Parties is adapted from the Hold Steady song title Killer Parties. As an
introvert, going to parties can sometimes be a harrowing experience. Here the red light, a party

trope, becomes a shared antagonist for the viewer and me. To overcome it, each actor must
confront their discomfort and make a connection.

III.e. Disconcerting Substance

The portrait is obscured by a hanging sheet of drafting mylar. The toothed surface of the
plastic is translucent enough that a hazy, blurry portrait is still visible but the details are omitted.
The viewer can tell that a more detailed painting exists behind the haze, but are not given this
information. Their gaze is deterred.
More intrepid viewers could move the mylar to see the portrait. This means they are
comfortable enough in their position to enact change on my work, and to ignore the privacy
provided by the film. Empowered by the gaze, they can violate my privacy and become
complicit in my social discomfort. The work becomes a narrative of competing desires.

III.f. Fortress

The painting is executed upon a visibly flawed sheet of plywood. From a distance it
appears normal, but up close the viewer can see raised and warped wood grains on the plywood’s
veneer. The change in distance becomes a change in content. The closer one gets to the image
they can make out more details in the painting, including the inherent flaws. This can be seen as

17

a microcosm for social relationships, where everything looks easier at a distance. Fortress shares
its title with a Pinback song about feeling uncomfortable and flawed.

III.g. Hiding Place

Another unusual consequence of the open ceiling in the Bevier Gallery is that the open
portion has no space to mount track lighting. To compensate, the gallery uses light trees mounted
to movable walls to light work in the space. Along the long exterior wall in the open space,
movable walls must be placed perpendicularly jutting out at intervals to provide a space for track
lighting. These walls fragment the space and create a corner for the work. I was encouraged by
the gallery director to use this short four foot wall as a location for a painting, but decided that
jamming a painting into that space would be cramped.
My solution was to use a painting to criticize the facilities themselves. My image in
Hiding Place is looking hard right instead of out at the viewer, to avoid engaging the viewer. If
hung on an open wall someone could stand against the wall to the painting’s right and place
themselves in its line of sight. To prevent this, I hung the painting in the corner formed by the
movable wall and exterior wall so there would be no space to its right. The image now looks at
the movable wall itself, and acts as if it is sequestered by the corner.
Placing myself in a corner references being scolded, or the futility of hiding by sticking
one’s head in the sand. I make an effort to hide but am still visible to the audience. What is clear
is that I do not desire the contact of the audience. My attempt to hide points out a perceived flaw

in the gallery itself and makes an actor of the movable wall. Rather than being an invisible
architecture for the display of work, it becomes part of an absurd narrative.
While Hiding Place is a critique on the specific space in the Bevier Gallery, it’s
deliberate use of a corner can be applied to other spaces. If displayed again in a different gallery
the work will reference different qualities of the space. What this highlights is that a work’s
meaning will change upon changes of context, and all work is site specific in the moment it is
shown. Location is an important mode in how a work is received.

III.h. Historical Revisionism

My history with punk music is presented most clearly by this piece. A cast of my head,
painted realistically, is skewered onto the shaft of a record player. When turned on the head spins
with the record and with each rotation pushes the needle back causing a repetitive skip. The
record is the B-side of Meat Puppets I, which contains a reprinting of the In A Car EP, discussed
above as the album which most profoundly informed my musical and artistic aesthetics.
The basic elements of the piece are all signifiers for music culture. A used Califone
record player and listening to vinyl are symbols for music collection or for differentiating your
listening from the mainstream. They are often used by punks, hipsters, or audiophiles as an
alternative to more current devices. Meat Puppets I is a semi collectable record, and an important
document of early 80’s punk and hardcore. By placing my image into these signifiers, I can make
them part of my identity.
The act of placing my head into the playing of the record causes it to become changed.
Already a noisy record, the skipping and repetition creates a new form of noise. My action
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becomes a commentary of what I find most interesting about the record; that it can alienate some
people by seeming abrasive or annoying while to others it may seem interesting or humorous,
thus forging an aesthetic bond between me and the audience. It acts as a litmus test for kinship.
The essence of the piece is the insertion of myself into a historical document which creates a
microcosm for taste and social interaction. People will either love or hate me, as they will love or
hate the piece.
There is a mixture of violence and humor inherent in the piece. My head is disembodied,
realistic enough that it is disturbing. The skipping noise is abrasive and distracting. The longer
the piece plays, the vinyl and needle deteriorate gradually destroying themselves. Despite the
continual self destruction the piece is also humorous. The abrasive noise can act like a prank on
the uninitiated. The image of my head spinning infinitely is similarly funny.

III.i. Make Reference

Make Reference places a pattern of brightly colored garage sale stickers over my portrait.
Some of the stickers are stamped, spelling out “getting paid by the tear.” The text is a lyric from
Tennessee, by Silver Jews. It discusses the strange relationship with feelings and salability. As
garage sale stickers are a trope for labeling with sales value, the piece may be seen as a
commentary on commerce in art. The title suggests it can be read as an attempt to gain sympathy
through sentiment.
For those who know the lyric, a different association is available. Fans will know the
Silver Jews’ self depreciating irony and understand it as celebratory. Fans will also feel a kinship
with me not shared by non fans.

The saturated color and geometric shape of the stickers is formally at odds with the
realistic painting. Oil paint is a traditional and expensive fine art material. Stickers are cheap and
commercial. The use of a cheap material acts to devalue and demystify the mystique of oils. It
criticizes the idea that material lends value. Likewise, the high craft of the realistic painting is
contrasted against the low craft of stickers and rubber stamps.

III.j. What I Want and What They Get

A bronze bust is a traditional signifier of the subject’s importance. Through use of
materials and craftsmanship, the object creates a narrative. The figure shown in the bust,
traditionally a white male, was important enough or wealthy enough to merit the expensive and
tasteful bronze. Often bronzes idealize the subject, making them look better in history than in
real life. The bronze was an object of vanity.
I have made my own bronze, shortcutting the wealth or importance necessary to
commission one. I have also inverted it and filled it with candy. These actions take the traditional
narrative function of the bronze and both literally and figuratively flip it. Now instead of
appearing important, I appear servile and humorous. Inverting the bust reveals it is hollow, and
changes how the viewer interacts with it. They now look down on me in a position of fragility.
Filling it with candy creates a new function as container. It also creates a secondary social
interaction. Viewers can chose to take candy from me. When they do, they get an immediate
reward while my supply slowly dwindles until it is gone. The candy mimics my body, my ideas,
my worth. As viewers take more of me I become drained and offer less to them. The
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preciousness of the bronze is questioned. Rather than being impressed by my importance, they
feel free to come up and take from me.
For some viewers, the question of if they can take the candy creates a tension. Some are
worried they are disturbing the art. They may think they are stealing, or think they will hurt my
feelings. Others take candy hesitantly, or take without question. The ambiguity mirrors the
ambiguity found in everyday social interaction. I often feel uncertain or worried about what
others will think of me. I am similarly concerned that I might make a social gaffe and offend
others. By inverting myself and filling myself with candy, I reverse that concern and project it
onto the viewers.
Even when viewers are comfortable taking candy, what they get is of questionable value.
The candy provides a short term enjoyment, but no nourishment. It is empty fulfillment.
Ultimately I hope to situate the viewer between uncomfortable judgments. My sculpture could be
offering them candy, or hoarding it. The viewer can either take candy from me, or be offered it
by me. They can appreciate it as a treat, or see it as junk food. They can find the object serious
and intelligent, or silly and a one liner. They can see me reaching out to the audience, or shying
away from them.

III.k. Hardly As Alone As Glad

This diptych depicts two points of view of the same event. The scene takes place on a
Long Island beach in winter, immediately after a funeral of a friend. The left panel is a larger
than life sized self portrait, the only one in the show with my eyes open and looking out at the
viewer. I am engaging the audience, making an effort to connect with someone. My expression is

sad but yearning. The right panel depicts a group of my friends from my undergraduate years.
Though standing together, they barely interact. Several are on their phones, others look at
another or at the landscape. They are distant, disconnected, and bored.
Within several weeks of taking the reference photos for this painting my wife (The
shortest figure in the center) and I decided to divorce. The image is a document of our failed
attempts to stay connected to each other. We are physically separated by the split in the diptych,
metaphorically split as I no longer felt a welcome part of their group. The group itself fails to
maintain meaningful contact with anyone. These events and feelings were the backdrop for the
creation of the work in Critical Action. Presenting them helps to provide additional context for
the rest of the work.
Hardly As Alone As Glad is a lyric in the Yo La Tengo song Stockholm Syndrome. It is a
feeling from a song that helps to explain my feelings in real life. My relationship ending is both
an end and beginning, and I felt similar amounts of sorrow and optimism. The title can be a bitter
look back at time wasted, or a celebration at moving on to the next thing. Of all the work in
Critical Action, this is the most personal. Besides the use of the diptych to separate my image
from the others, there is no action performed on the finished painting. It only presents a difficult
fact from my personal life to the audience.
IV. Conclusion.
The work in Critical Action presents modal opposites. I set out to explore and exploit
subjective judgments, and to find a way to use that complexity to represent myself. By creating
pluralistic work, I could recreate the difficulties I experience in judging art and in social
interactions. Pieces of art, like people, exist as serious and humorous, well and poorly crafted,
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intelligent and stupid, earnest and ironic, etc. Real life is complicated and difficult to navigate
rationally. My work seeks to embody those complexities.
I am confident that the critical actions I made are tautologically sound, and will find favor
with some sectors of my viewers. I am so convinced on this tautological certainty that I am no
longer concerned with the judgments of my viewers. The work has become a solipsism. It
represents my tastes, my decisions, and my beliefs. Each viewer will understand the work as only
they can. The decisions I made are now set free, objects on which thought can be applied to
discern their meaning.
What remains is the desire to present multiple modes of information, to show changes of
direction, to self contradict, and to remove comfortable barriers. My represented tastes are a
critical lens for what I think art should be. I want to make some decisions which fit in with a
general consensus definition of “good,” and some decisions which are “bad.” In this way I can
erode certainty in those dogmas, and advance our understanding of the times we are in. As Danto
says, we exist in a time when anything can be art and everyone can be an artist.13 I have used
realism, pathos, sensation, craft, taste, and criticism as important parts of what I felt was
interesting about art;

13

Danto, xx.
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Critical Action
Appendix 1. Thesis Images.

1.a A Diametric Use of a Trope. Oil. 18 1/8” x 23 3/8” 2015
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1.a.2. Installation View of A Diametric Use of a Trope.

1.b. A Kind Forgiving Friend. Oil, Wood. 30” x 30” x 26 1/2”. 2015
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1.c. Asceticism. Oil, Wood, Foam. 36” x 36” x 110”. 2015.

1.c.2. Detail of Asceticism
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1.d. Awful Parties. Oil, Lightbulb. 22” x 23 7/8”. 2015.

1.e. Disconcerting Substance. Oil, Vellum. 23” x 30”. 2015.
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1.f. Fortress. Oil, Wood. 10 1/8” x 11 5/8”. 2015.

1.g. Hiding Place. Oil. 16 3/4” x 23 7/8”. 2015.
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1.h. Historical Revisionism. Foam, Oil, Record Player. 14” x 16” x 15”. 2015.

1.i. Make Reference. Oil, Stickers. 13 3/4” x 16”. 2015.
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1.j. What I Want and What They Get. Bronze, Candy. 18” x 12” x 20”. 2015.

1.k. Hardly as Alone as Glad. Oil. Each Panel 48” x 36”. 2015.
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Appendix 2
Other Images

2.a Paolo Veronese, The Wedding at Cana. Oil. 1563. 262” x 390”. Installation
View at The Louvre.
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